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Schhh... releases 2 new albums, November 8, 2012
Schhh production present new albums by RIS OCH ROS and AS GOOD AS IT GETS
Schhh is a new label promoting unique sound art and music! Schhh production promotes artists that take an
extra step wether they are refining their work or they challenge boundaries and explore uncharted territories.
The new albums will be available at Itunes, Spotify, Amazon a.o.

RIS OCH ROS - No Service

SE3JQ12002

RIS OCH ROS declares that they do not take any responsibility for their
music! They were brought together by an external producer that also
came up with their name. RIS OCH ROS deliver music without any
guarantees. No service, no Wi-Fi, bad weather - BUT - Feedback, synths,
cymbals, conductive threads, fixed and variable resistance, various
electronic components and irresistible music!
Ann Rosén and Jakob Riis combine their long experience from sound
art, improvised music and composition with conductive textiles, stitched
synthesizers, laptops, cymbals and mixingboard feedback. No Service
was recorded at Elektronmusikstudion EMS, Stockholm, December 2011
and mixed at Inter Arts Center, Malmö June 2012.

				
AS GOOD AS IT GETS - Theory of Everything
SE3JQ12003
AS GOOD AS IT GETS is a duo consisting of the live electronic music
veterans Lars Bröndum and Sten-Olof Hellström. They are explorers and
experimentalists in search for methods allowing them to create music
without falling back on clichés or favourite tricks!
AS GOOD AS IT GETS is on a quest to find the musical theory of everything and they invite you join them on their journey to unheard sonic
continents.
Lars Bröndum and Sten-Olof Hellström are both since long composers
and performers of electro-acoustic music. Their preferred instruments are
analogue synthesizers occasionally spiced with some digital bits.
Theory of Everything consists of live-recordings from Nya Perspektiv
Västerås and Fylkingen Stockholm.

To obtain a review copy please contact records@schhh.se and put “review copy” in the subject field.
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